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  WORK STREAM 
 
July seems to have passed us by in the blink of an eye, with numerous projects rapidly 

progressing, the start of a major project and the recruitment of new operational and office staff. 
 
Lydon Contracting Ltd have started construction of a new Primary Substation for PowerOn 

Connections, due to the expansion of Milton Keynes West.  

 
As the main contractor for the project, LCL were able to utilise our new Lorry and crane to carry 
out the site set up and deliver all construction materials.  

Excavations have been carried out and bespoke shuttering installed ready for pumped concrete 
delivery to form the foundation of the switch room. 
 

Works have also been completed and signed off at Hanslope Park where we have installed a new 
sewage wet well for Interserve. Works included a 5.2 metre deep excavation to install a 

1800mm diameter pumping chamber, new connecting pipework, head wall, concrete access 
track and palisade security fencing. 
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  PERSONNEL 
 
Some of you may have spoken to Ciaran when calling our 

office, but now you can put a face to the voice, as I would 
like to announce his appointment as Plant and Fleet Manager 
for Lydon Contracting. Following a successful period as a 

project assistant and Ciaran’s eagerness for self-progression, 
I am very pleased to be able to internally promote someone 

who has proved to be an asset to the business. 

 

 
I am also very proud of the continued progression of Sean Gavaghan, who has 

completed his foundation degree in Civil Engineering and going on to an 
Honours degree in Construction Management. 
Sean has started to manage projects, recently overseeing final reinstatement 

works in Great Blakenham and moving on to enabling works and construction 
of an LV substation base in St Barts, London.  
 
 

  FLEET ADDITIONS 
 
Further upgrades have been made to our fleet this month with a new Fiat Ducato Crew van and 
Ducato Tipper. The crew van can carry up to 7 operatives enabling LCL to use one vehicle 
instead of two on our major projects. 

 
The new Tipper has built in lockable storage and can tip in 3 directions, allowing materials to be 

dispensed closer to works areas reducing the need for manual handling.    
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  LOOKING FORWARD 
 
August will see the start of Lydon Contracting Limited’s Safe excavation awareness month. LCL 

will be holding a number of training courses, awareness sessions and promotions across all of 
our sites to ensure safe practice and techniques are employed by all. 
 

Lydon Contracting have also started the process to achieve NERS certification under the Lloyds 
Registration scheme. Our initial assessment will be taking place early in August, looking to 

achieve the partial accreditation by the end of the month. This will allow us to undertake 
contestable works and following successful audits achieve the full accreditation.   
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